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Motivation

How Unequal are Arab Countries ?

? Little data available
? Low estimates found

→ 2011 : Gini coefficients of 0.35 for Lebanon and Egypt

Rising demand for social justice during the Arab Spring (2011) and
the Arab Spring 2.0 (2019)

? Declining living conditions
? Access to basic services
? Corrupt and rich political class

⇒ ”Enigma of Inequality” (UNDP, 2012) ; ”Arab Inequality Puzzle”
(World Bank, 2015)
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This paper

I use new fiscal micro data, combined with survey tabulations,
national accounts and wealth rankings for Lebanon following the
DINA methodology (Alvaredo et al. 2017)

First estimates of income inequality in a Middle Eastern country

Main results :

? The top 10% and 1% of the adult population receive approximately 55
and 25% of total national income

? Lebanon is among the countries with the highest level of inequality

Large uncertainty in the estimates, but the results are robust to
sensitivity analysis

⇒ The answer of the “Enigma” lies in a measurement error
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Outline

1 Data and Methodology

2 Main Results : the extreme concentration of income and wealth in
Lebanon

3 What are the determinants of such large economic disparities ?
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Four data sources

1 Household surveys
No micro-data available, only tabulations for 2007

2 Income tax returns
Income tax created in 1959 : schedular, progressive and individual
Quasi-exhaustive micro-files from 2005 to 2014 shared by the Ministry
of Finance, covering the top 1%
One observation = declaration of a taxpayer, with three sources of
income reported

1 Business incomes (self-employment income + profits of parters in
partnerships + profits of associates in S-corp)

2 Wages
3 Housing rental income

3 National accounts

4 Wealth rankings from magazines
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Caveat on the fiscal data

Large amounts of capital income missing

Capital income taxed under the personal income tax (movable capital
including dividends, interests)

Rental income of people living in their own dwelling

Corporate income (retained earnings etc.)

Tax exempt and deduced income

⇒ Biases downwards the inequality statistics
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Methodology : Step 1

I follow a 3-step procedure :

Step 1 : I estimate a survey income distribution

I start from the 2007 survey tabulations (”before and after the war”)
to generate a survey distribution for 2005-2014 (adjusting for the
change in price level).

I apply generalized Pareto interpolation techniques (Blanchet et al.
2017 : non-parametric generalization of techniques used in income
distribution literature) in order to generate series by income
percentiles (from bottom to top).

⇒ For the bottom of the distribution, the levels are inequality are constant
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Methodology : Step 2

Step 2 : I estimate a fiscal income distribution yf
I correct the top of the survey distribution using fiscal data

I take the survey distribution for the bottom 80% of the distribution

I take the tax data for the top 1%

I link the two parts of the distribution assuming a linear profile
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Methodology : Step 3

Step 3 : I estimate a missing income distribution ym

I impute the missing amounts (including dividends, interests, imputed
rent, retained earnings, corporate tax, etc.) as share of national
income using national accounts and public finance reports

⇒ they represent 20% of total national income

I assume that the missing capital income follow the same distribution
as wealth, that I estimate using rich list data

I estimate the total personal income distribution yp= yf + ym using
the family of Gumbel copulas, with Gumbel parameter θ = 3.

I upgrade all levels to match average national income of WID.world
macro database
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2 Main Results : the extreme concentration of income and wealth in
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The extreme concentration of income
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International comparison
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The extreme concentration of income
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Large uncertainty, as in other extremely unequal regions
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Robustness : Decision tree of assumptions
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Discussion

1 Consociational Democracy

? Creation of a “party cartel” system and national unity governments
? No cohesive public policies, for the common interest
? Collusion in the matter of plundering the state, protecting their

economic privileges, and preventing political competition (Parreira
2020)

⇒ No state, little public service

2 Sectarian patronage

? Reinforcement of sectarian loyalties
? Sectarian leaders provide services to their community (Cammett 2014)
? Increases the public’s reliance on sectarian leaders

3 Absence of political constraints on sectarian leaders

? Major tax breaks, laissez-faire policies, and minimum state intervention
? Crony capitalism and connexion with business elites
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Little Public Services
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Major tax Breaks
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Major tax Breaks
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Thank you

contact : lydia.assouad@gmail.com
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